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The Three “C s” of
Translation Excellence
In a fragmented industry where clients can choose from inexpensive
individual translators and translation agencies with varying costs and
charges, it is extremely important, particularly in a challenging economic
climate, to make informed decisions when outsourcing the important
communications function of language services. Effective and fluid
communications are critical to any company’s ultimate success. In choosing
your language service provider, several factors should be considered to
ensure the best overall experience at a fair price. In our efforts to align
language service standards with client expectations, we propose that you
consider the three “Cs” when making your decisions:
Cost: The lowest price does not always give you the best results. Initial
savings may in fact prove costly in the long run if shortcuts are taken to
complete a project within the proposed budget and may ultimately affect the
overall quality of the deliverable. A translation error could be much more than
a costly mistake, which could require the reproduction of a large volume of
communications material; it can also be a communications nightmare on
multiple levels. A recent high-profile example of a project that had to be
redone was the replacement of 6,300 road signs in China ahead of the
Beijing Olympics, due, in part, to poor English translations.
Consistency: What measures does the language service provider take to
ensure the production of consist translations? Is there a protocol in place to
review previous or existing communications in order to identify and monitor
consistency? Cost implications again highlight the relevance of such a focus.
In an October 9, 2007 article, the Wall Street Journal reported that the
Miami International Airport was required to overhaul its signs at a cost of
millions of dollars, partly because of the inconsistency of its signage. This
resulted in a huge additional bill for correcting work that had already been
done – and paid for – due to the poor and inconsistent quality of the
information posted on the signs.
Clarity: Is the communication clear to the target audience? Effective
translations that render the intended message in language that is easily
understood by the target audience serve as a powerful communications tool.
A key anecdote from the Miami International Airport article was that one
frequent flyer tried to avoid the Miami airport in order to prevent wasting
valuable time due to the unclear signage. Ineffective communication can lead
to a loss of business.
You should expect a commitment to excellent customer service, quality in
language services, and consistency in both areas over the long run, at a fair
price. Quality should include taking ownership of assigned projects and
producing turnkey solutions, which can be put to use right away. This
approach usually results in work being done right the first time around … and
peace of mind for you, the valued client.

MARKET WATCH 
Inc. recently valued the translation industry at $7.8 billion.
The industry is famously fragmented, and no single
company will dominate the market any time soon, since
even the larger firms cannot meet the broad scope of market needs. The
following are highlights from the 2008/2009 Occupational Outlook
Handbook on the prospects for translators and interpreters which are of
particular interest:


Demand will remain strong for the following languages:
Arabic
Chinese
French
German
Italian
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Japanese
Korean
Other Middle Eastern languages
Portuguese
Spanish
Continued on Page 2 
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A WORD FROM
Avantgarde Translations
We are very pleased to be sending
you our first edition of BEYOND THE
WORD! Our goal is to bring you
information of value with relevant
language service topics and industry
trends. Look for Beyond the Word to
be archived soon on our website so
that you can return to review the
newsletters at your leisure.
If you would like to receive BEYOND
THE WORD via email, please
contact us at (704) 362-3757 or
info@avantgardetranslations.com

Research
Notes &
Analysis
In late 2006, we contacted a number
of clients to ask for insight into your
needs and our corporate image in
order to enable us to serve you
better. The insight gained was
valuable and was instrumental in
helping us to achieve our current level
of growth, for which we are thankful.
Here is some of what you told us:
About You
You wanted to be confident about
receiving accurate, consistently
reliable, high-quality translations
without having to worry about how we
achieved this. You wanted to receive
information and be reminded of the
full range of our services. This
newsletter and our new website are
some of the ways in which we have
responded to these needs going
forward.
About Us:
Our name depicted a strong positive
image, but our graphic image did not.
As a result, we have revised our
branding with award-winning results
including the receipt of a ProAd
Award from the Business Marketing
Association for the improvement in
our branding.
Watch this section in coming editions
of the newsletter for additional
insights from our periodic market
research and analysis, as well as
from research obtained from across
the industry, which we will also share
with you.

Canada: (905) 785-3434
USA: (704) 362-3757
info@avantgardetranslations.com
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Employment of interpreters and translators will increase 24% over the
decade from 2006 - 2016, representing a significantly faster-thanaverage increase when compared to growth in other occupations. This
growth will be driven by:


strong demand in health care



homeland security, current events and changing political
environments



broadening of international ties



increase in the number of foreign language speakers in the United
States

Technology has made the work of interpreters and translators easier, but
is not likely to have a negative impact on their employment.

DELIVERING
THE MESSAGE
“I am impressed with Avantgarde
Translations’ bottom line focus
on offering me options and
ways to save money without
sacrificing quality. This shows
their business mindedness
along with their knowledge of
translation and the ways it can
be done most effectively.”

If your company’s needs reflect the above language services trends, let us
know how we can help you and put our expertise to work for you by calling
(905) 785-3434 in Canada or (704) 362-3757 in the USA.

Developments & Milestones
In 2008, two of the key objectives set by Avantgarde Translations
were to further enhance our high standards for providing excellent
customer service and to grow our business. The following is a
summary of our achievements in these areas to date and we
would like to thank each and every one of you for your role in
inspiring and making these developments and milestones possible:

Mike Zimmer, President
Cyril Bath Company
“The experience and knowledge
that Avantgarde brings to
translation is impressive. This
knowledge is valuable to me as
a translator as we collaborate on
projects.”
Dana Gibson, Translator



Increased Sales: Our sales increased 50% in 2008 over 2007. In the
first quarter of 2009, we are seeing a companywide increase of 30%
with the US and Canada both contributing to the increase.



Expanded Client Scope: Additional volume of work provided from existing
clients and the expanded scope of services requested has continued to
build on our reputation and confirm our ability to deliver quality results.
Our existing client base represented a 50% increase in business over
2008, with new clients representing a 28% increase in overall sales.



High Ratings: 2008 marked the second consecutive year that we
obtained a Quality service rating from an existing government client, the
best possible rating for its service providers.



New Clients: In 2008 and 2009 we have started and renewed
relationships with clients in government and higher education, and in the
hospitality, printing, finance, research, automotive and legal industries.
Projects of note included completing a large, complex, month-long legal
translation and providing interpreters for a four-day international
conference.



Website Enhancements: Completion of service-minded sections of our
website in 2008 has advanced our ability to bring a high level of service
and responsiveness to our stakeholders. The Client Only section now
offers the added convenience of allowing clients to submit projects and
make secure online payments.



WBENC Designation: Avantgarde Translations is now a Certified
National Women’s Business Enterprise (WBENC). If your company
requires documentation concerning WBENC certified suppliers, please
contact us at (704) 362-3757.

beyond the word. delivering the message.™

CANADIAN OFFICE:

USA OFFICE:

7027 Rosehurst Drive
Mississauga, ON L5N 6Y8
Phone: (905) 785-3434
Fax: (800) 575-8262

525 Sedgewood Lake Drive
Charlotte, NC 28211
Phone: (704) 362-3757
Fax: (800) 575-8262
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BEYONDTHEWORD
BEYONDTHEWORD is a quarterly
publication of Avantgarde
Translations, Inc.. offering readers
information of value with relevant
language service topics and industry
trends.
Founded by Memuna Williams and
Isata Jones-Stanley in 2004,
Avantgarde Translations was
formed in order to combine the
best practices in the Canadian and
US markets for producing
translations and providing language
services to businesses. Our
comprehensive language service
offerings include:


Translating written material
from one language to another
with a focus on languages in
highest demand



Organizing Interpretation
services from one language to
another



Revising, editing, proofreading
and laying out translated
documents



Cultural consulting
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